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4 ABSTRACT: This study presents a miniaturized sensor for rapid,
5 selective, and sensitive detection of bean pod mottle virus (BPMV)
6 in soybean plants. The sensor employs molecularly imprinted
7 polymer technology to generate BPMV-specific nanocavities in
8 porous polypyrrole. Leveraging the porous structure, high surface
9 reactivity, and electron transfer properties of polypyrrole, the sensor
10 achieves a sensitivity of 143 μA ng−1 mL cm−2, a concentration
11 range of 0.01−100,000 ng/mL, a detection time of less than 2 min,
12 and a detection limit of 41 pg/mL. These capabilities outperform
13 those of conventional methods, such as enzyme-linked immuno-
14 sorbent assays and reverse transcription polymerase chain reactions.
15 The sensor possesses the ability to distinguish BPMV-infected
16 soybean plants from noninfected ones while rapidly quantifying
17 virus levels. Moreover, it can reveal the spatial distribution of virus concentration across distinct leaves, a capability not previously
18 attained by cost-effective sensors for such detailed viral data within a plant. The BPMV-specific nanocavities can also be easily
19 restored and reactivated for multiple uses through a simple wash with acetic acid. While MIP-based sensors for plant virus detection
20 have been relatively understudied, our findings demonstrate their potential as portable, on-site diagnostic tools that avoid complex
21 and time-consuming sample preparation procedures. This advancement addresses a critical need in plant virology, enhancing the
22 detection and management of plant viral diseases.
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24 The global food crisis is a significant challenge due to rapid
25 population growth, limited agricultural land, and climate
26 change.1 Plant disease outbreaks are increasing and have a
27 significant impact on food security worldwide. Biotic factors
28 (e.g., viruses, bacteria, fungi, and insects) coupled with abiotic
29 factors (e.g., temperature and moisture extremes, nutrient
30 deficiencies, and chemicals) are the causal agents of these
31 outbreaks.2−4 Diseases caused by plant viruses are among the
32 major biotic factors that cause significant economic loss.
33 Soybean production can be significantly affected by several
34 viruses, including bean pod mottle virus (BPMV).5 BPMV is a
35 member of the genus Comovirus, and it has a bipartite, positive-
36 strand RNA genome.6−9 The genomic RNAs are packaged in
37 nonenveloped, icosahedral virions that are about 28 nm in
38 diameter.6 BPMV is a significant threat to soybean yield and
39 seed quality8,10−17 due to its ability to delay maturation and
40 induce green stem, mottling on the leaves, and seed coat
41 mottling.7,9−12 The mixed infection of BPMV and soybean
42 mosaic virus (SMV) can reduce yield by up to 85%, resulting
43 in substantial economic losses.7,12 BPMV is transmitted in
44 soybean fields by leaf-feeding beetles, which can easily move
45 from one plant to another and have relatively long distances
46 from field to field. Rapid, accurate, and on-site detection of
47 BPMV infection would provide the information needed to

48implement appropriate disease management measures to
49prevent further spread of BPMV.
50The detection of BPMV conventionally involves an enzyme-
51linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or reverse transcription
52polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).18−22 While ELISA
53provides a robust method, its sensitivity may not be sufficient
54to detect viruses in soybean leaves during early infection. On
55the other hand, RT-PCR is specific and sensitive but requires
56RNA purification, the synthesis of complementary DNA, and
57PCR using virus-specific oligonucleotide primers. Both of these
58diagnostic methods are relatively expensive, time-consuming,
59consume considerable amounts of reagents, and require bulky
60and costly equipment; therefore, they are unsuitable for on-site
61virus detection.23 Recently, several electrochemical biosensors
62have been developed for virus monitoring, including citrus
63tristeza virus,4 cucumber mosaic virus,24 and tobacco mosaic
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64 virus.25 These biomarker-based sensors exhibit high detection
65 performance and portability. However, there is still significant
66 room for improving their sensitivity, selectivity, and shelf life,
67 as well as eliminating the need for low-temperature storage.
68 With recent advances in nanomaterials and assay strategies,
69 molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) have become popular
70 synthetic receptors for detecting biomolecules such as SARS-
71 CoV-2 spike protein,26 nucleoprotein,27 troponin,28 prostate-
72 specific antigen,29 carcinoembryonic antigen,30 and viral
73 particles.31−34 Generally, to form MIPs, template molecules
74 are first trapped in a polymer matrix during monomer
75 polymerization. The template molecules are subsequently
76 removed to create nanocavities complementary in shape and
77 size, which enable specific binding with the target mole-
78 cules.26,35 To realize MIP-based biosensors, several transducers
79 have been incorporated, and among these, electrochemical
80 transducers are advantageous over others due to their excellent
81 sensitivity, low cost, high portability, and easy integration with
82 nanomaterials.36−40 Several electroactive functional monomers
83 have been used for the fabrication of conducting MIPs via
84 electropolymerization. Examples include m-phenylenedi-
85 amine,41 o-phenylenediamine,42 aniline,43 3,4-ethylenedioxy-
86 thiophene,44 and pyrrole.45 Because of their high conductivity,
87 thermal and chemical stability, and electroactivity,45,46 these
88 conducting polymers are promising candidates for developing
89 electrochemical MIP-based sensors.
90 This research presents an electrochemical biosensor
91 designed for the early detection of BPMV in soybean leaves,
92 eliminating the need for additional sample processing steps. It
93 requires only the squeezing of the leaves to obtain test samples

f1 94 (Figure 1a). The sensor effectively recognizes and measures
95 the target virus by utilizing BPMV-specific nanocavities created
96 within the matrix of conducting porous polypyrrole (Ppy) at

97the surface of an electrochemical transducer by using the MIP
98technique (Figure 1b,c). The Ppy-based MIP demonstrates
99high analytical affinity and selectivity for BPMV detection. The
100sensor offers significant reproducibility, rapid response time,
101and a wide dynamic range. It effectively distinguishes BPMV-
102infected soybean plants from noninfected ones and rapidly
103determines virus concentrations present in simple preparations
104of leaf sap. Although Ppy-based MIPs have been used to detect
105substances such as the SARS-CoV-2 virus spike glycoprotein47

106and the carcinogenic amaranth,48 the development of MIP-
107based sensors for detecting plant viruses has received limited
108attention. This study demonstrates the feasibility of creating
109BPMV-specific nanocavities in Ppy and their effectiveness in
110detecting BPMV in soybean plants. The validation of this
111sensor technology gives the sensor the potential to be a
112portable and on-site diagnostic tool for accurately identifying
113and monitoring plant virus infections. By focusing on this
114previously under-researched application, our work addresses a
115critical need in plant virology and advances the detection and
116management of plant virus infections. Furthermore, our sensor
117elucidates the spatial distribution of virus concentration across
118different leaves of the plant (Figure 1d). Until now, there have
119been no portable, cost-effective sensors capable of providing
120such spatial data about viruses within a plant.

121■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
122Chemicals. All chemicals used were analytical grade, and
123deionized (DI) water (18.6 MΩ) was used in all experiments.
124Hydrofluoric acid (HF) and gold (Au) etchants were procured from
125Fischer Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Pyrrole and hydrochloric
126acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
127Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 10 mM) was prepared using sodium

Figure 1. (a) Soybean plant infected with BPMV, illustrating liquid sample extraction from a leaf using a juice squeezer for virus testing. (b) Ppy-
based electrochemical sensor fabricated with BPMV-specific nanocavities on the working electrode. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
shows the electrode surface with small holes marked by yellow arrows indicating the BPMV-targeted nanocavities. (c) Schematic of the MIP
synthesis process. (d) Schematic representation highlighting the capacity of the sensor to quantify BPMV concentration distribution across leaves at
varying heights of the soybean plant by monitoring the DPV responses to liquid samples obtained from these leaves.
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128 dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4) and sodium monohydrate
129 phosphate (Na2HPO4) (Sigma-Aldrich).
130 BPMV Purification for Biosensor Fabrication and Testing.
131 The primary leaves from young soybeans were inoculated with
132 BPMV. Leaves displaying strong mosaic disease symptoms were
133 harvested 3−4 weeks after the inoculation. All chemicals used for
134 BPMV purification were purchased from Thermo Fisher (Pittsburgh,
135 PA, USA). Approximately 100 g of leaves were homogenized in ice-
136 cold 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer [pH 7.0, 1:2.5 (W/V)]
137 containing 0.01 M sodium diethyldithiocarbamate and 0.02 M
138 sodium thioglycolate. The homogenate was filtered through two
139 layers of cheesecloth. The filtrate was homogenized with an equal

140volume of chloroform/N-butanol (1:1, V/V). The homogenate was
141centrifuged at 15,000g for 20 min at 4 °C. The aqueous phase was
142centrifuged at 85,000g for 2.5 h at 4 °C. The pellet was resuspended
143in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer and shaken at 4 °C overnight,
144followed by centrifugation at 12,000g for 10 min at 4 °C. The
145supernatant was centrifuged at 144,000g for 1 h at 4 °C, and the pellet
146was resuspended in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer and shaken for
1470.5 h at 4 °C, followed by centrifuging at 12,000g for 10 min at 4 °C.
148The supernatant was then layered on top of a 10−40% sucrose
149gradient prepared in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer and centrifuged
150for 2.5 h at 100,000g at 4 °C. The virus band was visualized with a
151PGF ip Piston Gradient Fractionator (BioComp Instruments,

Figure 2. (a,b) Raman (a) and FTIR (b) spectra obtained from the electropolymerized Ppy, Ppy-BPMV, and MIP synthesized on an Au electrode.
(c−h) Electron microscopy images showing the steps of MIP sensor fabrication. Transmission electron microscopy image of purified BPMV virions
used for sensor fabrication (c). SEM images of the electropolymerized Ppy film (d), electropolymerized Ppy-BPMV composite (e), MIP following
BPMV removal (f), and close-up image of the nanocavities formed at the surface of Ppy (g,h). The arrows in parts (g,h) point to the nanocavities.
(i,j) Electrochemical characterization of electropolymerized Ppy, Ppy-BPMV, and MIP on an Au electrode surface, as probed by CV (i) and EIS
(j).
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152 Fredericton, NB E3B 1P6, Canada). The virus sample was collected
153 with a syringe and diluted with 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (1:1,
154 V/V). The purified virus particles were pelleted at 144,000 g
155 overnight at 4 °C. Different concentrations of the BPMV viral samples
156 (0.01−100,000 ng/mL) were prepared in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4)
157 containing 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide from the stock BPMV viral sample
158 (2 mg/mL).
159 For the preparation of soybean leaf samples (noninfected and
160 BPMV-infected soybean plants), approximately 2 g of soybean leaf
161 tissue was mixed with 2 mL of PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4). The liquid
162 sample was then extracted with a kitchen juice squeezer. The
163 extracted sample, around 25−30 μL of leaf juice, was mixed with 75
164 μL of PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4), and then this sample was serially diluted
165 from 1×−20× in PBS solution containing 5 mM potassium ferro-
166 ferricyanide.
167 Device Fabrication. The fabrication process for the BPMV
168 sensor began with forming three thin-film Au electrodes on a silicon
169 wafer with a 100 nm-thick thermal oxide layer. Here, a 150 nm-thick
170 Au layer was deposited using e-beam evaporation. The Au electrodes
171 were then patterned using ultraviolet photolithography and selective
172 etching with a Au etchant solution (GE-8148; Transene; Danvers,
173 MA, UA). The circular working electrode (WE) had a diameter of 3
174 mm and was surrounded by a counter electrode (CE) and a reference
175 electrode (RE). Next, a 200 μm-thick layer of Ag/AgCl paste (E2414
176 AG/AGCL Ink, Ercon, USA) was applied to the RE area, followed by
177 thermal treatment on a hot plate at 85 °C for 90 min. For forming the
178 BPMV-specific MIP on the surface of the WE, 30 μL of PBS solution
179 (10 mM; pH 5.0) containing 0.1 molar HCl, 0.1 molar pyrrole, and 2
180 mg/mL of BPMV particles were applied on the Au electrodes.
181 Subsequently, the electropolymerization of pyrrole was carried out on
182 the Au electrode by the chronoamperometric technique at 0.75 V for
183 120 s. The optimal electropolymerization time was determined based
184 on the point at which the current level reached saturation during the
185 polymerization process. Figure S1 demonstrates that the polymer-
186 ization current approached near saturation at 120 s. During the
187 polymerization of pyrrole to Ppy, the BPMV particles were entrapped
188 in the polymer structure. Then, the Ppy surface was washed with PBS
189 and DI water to remove nonpolymerized pyrrole, and then it was
190 rinsed and stirred in 5% acetic acid solution for 20 min at 50 °C to
191 remove the entrapped BPMV particles from the Ppy. Finally, the
192 sensor with the BPMV-specific MIP was washed with DI water and
193 stored at room temperature. In addition, a control device was
194 prepared using the same fabrication method as the sensor, except that
195 no BPMV particles were added to the pyrrole monomer solution for
196 electropolymerization. The control device was used to examine the
197 effectiveness of the nanocavities in MIP for recognizing the target
198 BPMV particles.
199 Measurement Procedures. In the measurement process, the
200 extracted liquid samples (noninfected and BPMV-infected soybean
201 plants) were serially diluted from 1×−20× fold in a PBS solution
202 containing 5 mM potassium ferro-ferricyanide. The prepared, diluted
203 30 μL samples were then sequentially pipetted onto the sensor
204 surface. Electrochemical signals were recorded using differential pulse
205 voltammetry (DPV; CHI electrochemical workstation, CHI760E;
206 USA). After the measurement, the sensor was washed with 1% acetic
207 acid, followed by washing in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4) to regenerate the
208 sensor surface.
209 Reverse-Transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR). For RT-PCR detection of
210 BPMV, the total RNA was extracted with TRIzol Reagent (Ambion
211 by Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The first-strand cDNA was
212 synthesized using the Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit with
213 dsDNase (Thermo Scientific, Coon Rapids, MN), according to the
214 manufacturer’s instructions. The synthesized cDNA was used as a
215 template for RT-PCR. BPMV amplicons were amplified using the
216 oligonucleotide primer pairs MCS-1037F (5′-GATCCCCAATA-
217 CAATGAGG-3′) and MCS-1033R (5′-ATAGACAGAGCATACT-
218 CAACG-3′) (1846 bp). Soybean actin (GmActin) was used as the
219 internal control for cDNA integrity, and the GmActin amplicon was
220 a m p l i fi e d b y p r i m e r p a i r s G m A c t i n F ( 5 ′ -
221 CAGGCTGTCTTGTCTCTGTATG-3′) and GmActinR (5′-

222CTGGGTGCAAGAGCACTAAT-3′) (560 bp). The amplicons
223were detected using agarose gel electrophoresis combined with a
224SYBR-Safe DNA Gel Stain (Invitrogen by Thermo Fisher Scientific,
225Carlsbad, CA).

226■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
227Material Characterization. Raman studies were con-
228ducted to characterize the molecular structure and interactions
229 f2of electropolymerized Ppy and Ppy-BPMV (Figure 2a). In the
230Raman spectrum of Ppy, the band found at 1578 cm−1 is
231assigned to C−C stretching. The bands at 1414.5 and 1326
232cm−1 are related to the C−C and C−N stretching of Ppy,
233respectively, whereas the band seen at 1252 cm−1 is attributed
234to the C−H in-plane bending.49,50 The C−H in-plane bending
235and the ring deformation related to dications are at 1051 and
236930 cm−1, while the band at 976 cm−1 is associated with radical
237cations.49 Thus, in all events, both the dications and radical
238cations contribute to the conductivity of the electropolymer-
239ized Ppy. The Raman spectrum of the electropolymerized Ppy-
240BPMV shows that in addition to the bands of Ppy, there exist
241additional bands at 1806, 1902, 2028, and 2154, 2283 cm−1

242associated with the BPMV particles entrapped into the
243polymer.51,52 The increasing intensity at these bands may be
244due to the presence of imprinted BPMV particles in the Ppy.
245After the removal of the BPMV particles from Ppy to form
246MIP, the additional bands of BPMV almost disappeared,
247further indicating that the BPMV particles were successfully
248imprinted into the polymer matrix through the electro-
249polymerization process.
250Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) studies
251were carried out to examine the electropolymerization and
252functionality of Ppy-BPMV in the MIP (Figure 2b). In the
253FTIR spectra of Ppy, the peaks at 987 and 1069 cm−1 are
254related to C−O stretching, the peaks at 1257 and 1391 cm−1

255belong to C−H in-plane vibration, while the peak at 1488
256cm−1 corresponds to the C−N stretching vibration. The peak
257at 1593 cm−1 relates to C�C stretching vibrations of Ppy [49,
25850]. The FTIR spectra of the electropolymerized Ppy-BPMV
259demonstrate the presence of additional peaks at 1697 and 1554
260cm−1, alongside the characteristic peaks of Ppy. These
261additional peaks can be attributed to the entrapment of
262BPMV particles within the Ppy structure and are associated
263with the amide I and II bands, which are indicative of the
264protein structures found in the virus.53 Also, several peaks are
265present in the Ppy-BPMV spectra, but these peaks have shifted
266to lower wavenumbers. After the removal of the BPMV
267particles from Ppy, the additional peaks related to BPMV
268particles disappeared, indicating that the BPMV particles were
269imprinted into the Ppy matrix.
270SEM studies were conducted to characterize the morphol-
271ogy of the fabricated electrodes, including Ppy/Au, Ppy-
272BPMV/Au, and MIP/Au. Figure 2c shows that the non-
273enveloped BPMV particles have an icosahedral shape that is
274about 28 nm in diameter. The surface morphology of Ppy
275(Figure 2d) is similar to that of Ppy-BPMV (Figure 2e)
276because the same monomer, Ppy, and procedure were applied
277during the electropolymerization of these two materials. After
278the removal of the BPMV particles from the Ppy-BPMV layer,
279the surface morphology of MIP shows a dramatic change with
280the formation of nanocavities and porosity (Figure 2f). In
281Figure 2g,h, tiny holes are observed on the surface of Ppy. The
282holes, ranging between 25 and 35 nm, align closely with the
283dimensions of the BPMV particles. This suggests that these
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284 tiny holes were created following the removal of the BPMV
285 particle templates.
286 Electrochemical Characterization. Cyclic voltammetry
287 (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were
288 used to examine the electrochemical behavior of the Ppy/Au,
289 Ppy-BPMV/Au, and MIP/Au electrodes in PBS (10 mM, pH
290 7.4) containing 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide (Figure 2i,j). The
291 Ppy/Au electrode showed an anodic peak current Ipa of 178.3
292 μA and a cathodic peak current Ipc of −180.2 μA at a scan rate
293 of 40 mV s−1 (Figure 2i). When the template BPMV particles
294 were entrapped in the Ppy matrix, there was a reduction in the
295 redox peak current of the Ppy-BPMV/Au electrode to Ipa =
296 74.1 μA and Ipc = −68.3 μA; this decline may be attributed to
297 the insulating property of the BPMV particles, which impede
298 electron transport from the Ppy to the Au electrode, leading to
299 a decrease in electrochemical current. After the template virus
300 particles were removed, the redox peak currents were found to
301 increase to Ipa = 105.5 μA and Ipc = −101.1 μA due to the
302 formation of nanocavities in the MIP. The porous MIP
303 provided numerous passages for the ferro-ferricyanide redox
304 probe to reach the Au surface, and there were no insulating
305 virus particles in the MIP. As a result, the redox peak currents
306 of the MIP/Au electrode increased in comparison with those
307 of the Ppy-BPMV/Au electrode. However, the MIP/Au
308 electrode exhibited lower redox peak currents than the Ppy/
309 Au because, compared to the MIP, the Ppy had higher
310 conductivity that could facilitate electron transport through the
311 polymer to the Au electrode. Figure 2j shows the charge
312 transfer resistances (Rct) of the Ppy/Au, Ppy-BPMV/Au, and
313 MIP/Au electrodes based on the EIS measurement. The Ppy/
314 Au had an Rct value of 495 Ω. When Ppy was imprinted with
315 template BPMV particles, the Ppy-BPMV/Au electrode
316 presented an increased Rct value of 681.6 Ω. After the removal

317of the BPMV particles, the Rct of the MIP/Au electrode
318decreased to 596 Ω. Therefore, the electrodes with lower Rct
319values presented higher peak redox currents.
320 f3Analytical Performance. Figure 3a displays the DPV
321response of the sensor to different concentrations of BPMV in
322PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4) containing 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide. As
323the BPMV concentration increased to 100,000 ng/mL, the
324DPV peak current of the sensor notably decreased. This is
325likely due to the BPMV particles in the sample binding with
326the nanocavities in the MIP. Given the insulating properties of
327the BPMV particles, there was a subsequent decrease in the
328diffusion of electrolytes and electron transport through the
329Ppy, which resulted in a decline in the DPV current.26 The
330calibration plot of the sensor (Figure 3d) demonstrates that
331the DPV peak current has a linear relationship with the
332logarithmic concentration of BPMV, which can be described
333by the equation below

I

r

( A) 127.87 ( A) 14.35 ( A) BPMV
ng
mL

,

0.9962

i
k
jjj y

{
zzz= ×

= 334(1)

335The limit of detection (LOD) of the sensor was determined
336to be 41 pg/mL by using the equation LOD = 3 × SD/m,
337where SD is the standard deviation of the DPV peak current
338for the blank solution from three repeated measurements, and
339m is the slope of the calibration curve. The limit of
340quantification (LOQ) was determined to be 137 pg/mL
341using the formula 10 × SD/m.54

342To illustrate the effect of the nanocavities on the ability of
343the sensor to recognize and quantify the target BPMV, the first
344type of control device (namely, Type-1) was formed with the
345Ppy-BPMV/Au electrode, where the BPMV particles were
346retained in the matrix of Ppy, and thus, no cavities were

Figure 3. (a−c) DPV response of the sensor with the MIP/Au electrode (a), Type-1 control device featuring Ppy-BPMV/Au electrode (b), and
Type-2 control device with nonimprinted Ppy/Au electrode (c) when exposed to various concentrations of BPMV (0.01−100,000 ng/mL) in a 10
mM PBS solution (pH7.4) containing 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide. (d−f) Calibration curves for the sensor (d), Type-1 control device (e), and Type-2
control device (f) illustrate the relationship between the logarithm of BPMV concentration and DPV peak current.
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347 available in the polymer. The DPV response of this control
348 device to different concentrations of BPMV was examined
349 (Figure 3b). The BPMV samples used here were prepared with
350 PBS (10 Mm, pH 7.4) containing 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide.
351 The DPV response to an increase in concentration of BPMV
352 from 0.01 to 100,000 ng/mL was found to be minimal, with a
353 relative standard deviation (RSD) of 7.9% for the peak current
354 with respect to the baseline (Figure 3e). Furthermore, the
355 other type of control device (Type-2) was formed using the
356 Ppy/Au electrode, which neither created nanocavities nor
357 embedded BPMV particles. Figure 3c shows the DPV response
358 of the Type-2 control device to different concentrations of
359 BPMV in a wide range from 0.01 to 100,000 ng/mL. The DPV
360 peak current was found to only decrease by 8.97% as the
361 concentration of BPMV particles increased by 8 orders of
362 magnitude (Figure 3f); this was attributed mainly to the lack of
363 BPMV-specific nanocavities in the Ppy and partially to the
364 nonporous feature of the Ppy (Figure 2d) that made it hard for
365 the ferro-ferricyanide redox probe to access the Au surface.
366 The specificity of the sensor in the presence of a
367 combination of BPMV (100 or 1000 ng/mL) and SMV
368 interferent (100, 500, or 1000 ng/mL) is demonstrated in

f4 369 Figure 4a and b. The baseline DPV peak current of the sensor
370 was 166 μA when exposed to 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) containing
371 5 mM ferro-ferricyanide. When the sensor was exposed to 100

372ng/mL of BPMV without any interfering virus, the DPV peak
373current decreased to 113 μA. However, when 100, 500, or
3741000 ng/mL of SMV was added to 100 ng/mL of BPMV,
375there was only a slight change (RSD = 11.7%) in the DPV peak
376current compared to its response to the target BPMV alone
377(Figure 4a). The DPV peak current showed a low RSD of no
378more than 13.2% when the concentration of BPMV increased
379to 1000 ng/mL, and the concentration of SMV interferent
380remained the same (Figure 4b). This indicates that the sensor
381had considerable selectivity for BPMV in the presence of the
382interference virus.
383The reproducibility of the sensors was assessed by measuring
384the same concentration of BPMV with four sensors that were
385produced using the same manufacturing process. The DPV
386responses of the four sensors to the PBS solution and 100 ng/
387mL BPMV were measured. The histogram displays the
388response peak currents of the four sensors tested (Figure
3894c). The RSD of the mean DPV peak current was 7.5% for the
390baseline response and 9.2% for the response to 100 ng/mL
391BPMV, indicating considerable reproducibility of the sensor.
392The sensor could be regenerated for multiple uses through a
393simple process of washing with acetic acid. This was
394demonstrated by exposing the sensor to a concentration of
395BPMV at 50 ng/mL. Following the completion of the DPV
396measurement, the surface of the sensor was cleaned with a 2%

Figure 4. (a,b) Histogram plots illustrating the selectivity of the sensor in the presence of an SMV interferent (100, 500, or 1000 ng/mL) mixed
with 100 ng/mL BPMV (a) and 1000 ng/mL BPMV (b). (c) DPV responses of four identical sensors to 100 ng/mL BPMV and PBS solution. (d)
Regeneration of BPMV-specific nanocavities in Ppy for BPMV detection. Histogram plot showing the DPV current response of the sensor over
successive cycles. Each cycle includes a simple rinsing step using acetic acid and DI water, followed by exposing the sensor to a 50 ng/mL
concentration of the BPMV sample.
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397 v/v acetic acid solution for 10 min and then with DI water for

398 an additional 5 min. The procedure effectively removed the

399 entrapped BPMV particles within the Ppy polymer, hence

400 restoring the active nanocavities. After the sensor was

401 refreshed, a repeated cycle of BPMV detection and subsequent

402 surface cleaning was implemented. Figure 4d shows that the

403 sensor maintained a consistent DPV current response to the

404 BPMV sample across the initial eight cycles; beyond this, a

405 minor decline in the DPV current was observed, with an RSD
406 of 6%, implying that the acetic acid wash presents a viable

407method for reactivating the nanocavities and reusing the sensor
408for multiple uses.
409Table S1 presents a comparison of the analytical perform-
410ance of the sensor for BPMV detection with previously
411reported methods.6,50,55−58 Our sensor offers a broad dynamic
412detection range of 0.01−100,000 ng/mL, a low LOD of 41 pg/
413mL, and a short detection time of less than 2 min. These
414capabilities surpass those of other methods, making the sensor
415an appealing option for on-site BPMV testing due to its
416detection speed, high detectivity, cost effectiveness, and ease of
417use. Moreover, the sensor remained highly stable at room

Figure 5. (a,b) DPV responses of the sensor to sequentially diluted noninfected leaf samples (a) and BPMV-infected leaf samples (b). (c)
Comparison of the DPV responses of the sensor to serially diluted noninfected and BPMV-infected leaf samples. (d) RT-PCR was utilized to
identify BPMV presence in leaf samples collected from both noninfected and BPMV-infected soybean plants. BPMV amplicon presence in BPMV-
infected (top-left panel) and noninfected (top-right panel) leaves, with cDNA undergoing serial dilutions of 1800-, 3600-, 5400-, 9000-, 18,000-,
and 36,000-fold, allocated to lanes 1−6 for BPMV detection. Internal control GmActin in BPMV-infected (bottom-left panel) and noninfected
(bottom-right) leaves, where cDNA underwent serial dilutions of 10-, 20-, 30-, 50-, 100-, and 200-fold, assigned to lanes 1−6, respectively. (e,f)
DPV responses for the sensor upon exposure to liquid samples obtained from five noninfected (e) and five BPMV-infected soybean plants (f).
Liquid samples were extracted from all of the leaves of each individual plant. The shaded areas in (e,f) indicate the standard deviation of the
measurements for five noninfected plants and five BPMV-infected ones, respectively.
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418 temperature during both storage and operation. The sensor
419 also exhibits considerable selectivity toward the target virus
420 compared to a nonspecific soybean virus and retains a strong
421 binding capacity to the target virus even after washing with
422 acetic acid. Notably, this study, to our knowledge, represents
423 the pioneering endeavor to explore the potential of integrating
424 MIP with an electrochemical transducer for the on-site
425 detection of BPMV and can be used for the detection of
426 other plant viruses.
427 Detection of BPMV in Leaves. Leaves were collected
428 from both noninfected and BPMV-infected soybean plants in
429 order to demonstrate the detection of BPMV in soybean leaves
430 using the virus sensor without the need for sample preparation.

431Liquid was extracted from the collected leaves using a kitchen
432juice squeezer. The extracted liquid was serially diluted from
4331×−20× fold in PBS containing 5 mM potassium ferro-
434ferricyanide.
435The DPV measurement for the diluted samples of the
436 f5noninfected leaves (Figure 5a) revealed that as the dilution
437ratio decreased from 20 to 0, the peak current decreased from
438171 to 125 μA, which was attributed to nonspecific binding
439with the nanocavities formed on the sensor surface; however,
440the 27% change of the peak current was insignificant. In
441contrast, the DPV peak current for the diluted samples of the
442BPMV-infected leaves (Figure 5b) decreased significantly from
443175 to 63 μA as the dilution ratio decreased from 20 to 0. This

Figure 6. (a−f) DPV responses of the sensor to liquid samples extracted from the leaves at three distinct locations (low, middle, and upper) of both
noninfected (a−c) and BPMV-infected soybean plants (d−f). The shaded area in parts (a−f) indicates the standard deviation of the measurements
for five plants. (g) Comparison of DPV peak current output from the sensor in response to the PBS solution and liquid samples from noninfected
and BPMV-infected soybean plants. (h) Images of noninfected (upper row) and BPMV-infected (lower row) soybean plants used in this study.
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444 is because the binding of BPMV particles to the nanocavities
445 could cause an increase in electrochemical resistance, which
446 would impede the diffusion of ferro-ferricyanide to the surface
447 of the Au electrode. Figure 5c compares the DPV responses of
448 the sensor to the serially diluted samples of noninfected and
449 BPMV-infected leaves.
450 RT-PCR was employed to detect BPMV in leaf samples
451 collected from both noninfected and BPMV-infected soybeans.
452 The RT-PCR results were compared with the sensor’s
453 analytical performance (as shown in Figure 5a−d). For
454 amplification of the internal control (GmActin), the cDNA
455 was diluted by 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, and 200 fold, corresponding
456 to lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for samples containing BPMV
457 (Figure 5d). The RT-PCR amplicons for GmActin in the
458 BPMV-infected leaf samples are shown in Figure 5d (bottom-
459 left panel) and for the noninfected leaf samples (bottom-right).
460 Because of the high abundance of BPMV, the cDNA was
461 diluted by 1800, 3600, 5400, 9000, 18,000, and 36,000 folds,
462 corresponding to lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, for the
463 detection of BPMV in infected leaf samples (Figure 5d; top-left
464 panel) and for noninfected leaf samples (top-right panel). The
465 RT-PCR analyses showed a distinct difference between the
466 accumulation of the BPMV amplicon in BPMV-infected leaf
467 samples versus the lack of the BPMV amplicon in noninfected
468 leaf samples (Figure 5d), which is analytically consistent with
469 the response of the sensor (as shown in Figure 5a,b). The
470 presence of the internal GmActin control amplicons in BPMV-
471 infected and noninfected samples demonstrates the specificity
472 of the BPMV-specific PCR amplicon. These results validate the
473 presence of BPMV in the infected leaf samples and further
474 demonstrate that the sensor can be used as a technique for the
475 specific detection of BPMV in soybean leaves.
476 To assess the analytical capabilities of the sensor, five
477 noninfected soybean plants and five BPMV-infected plants
478 were tested using the sensor (Figure 5e,f). Every leaf from each
479 plant was collected, and liquid samples were obtained using a
480 juice squeezer. For every sensor measurement, a 25 μL aliquot
481 of the liquid sample extracted from the plant leaves was mixed
482 with 75 μL of 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) containing 5 mM
483 potassium ferro-ferricyanide. Following this, 30 μL of the
484 mixed sample was pipetted onto the sensor surface to carry out
485 the DPV analysis. For the noninfected plants, the sensor
486 displayed a minor decrease in DPV peak current from the
487 baseline current, likely due to the nonspecific binding of
488 interference molecules to the nanocavities on the sensor
489 surface (Figure 5e). In contrast, the BPMV-infected plants
490 demonstrated a significant change in the DPV peak current,
491 presumably due to the specific binding of the virus to the
492 nanocavities (Figure 5f). The observed data indicates a
493 substantial variation between the infected plants with respect
494 to the amount of BPMV present. These findings demonstrate
495 the potential of the sensor to distinguish between the presence
496 and absence of BPMV, as well as its ability to quantify the
497 amount of virus present in an infected plant. These results
498 support the possibility of using the sensor as a diagnostic tool
499 for rapid, high-throughput detection of BPMV in soybean
500 plants.
501 We examined the spatial variation of the BPMV concen-

f6 502 tration across different leaves of a soybean plant (Figure 6). To
503 accomplish this, a cohort of four BPMV-infected plants and the
504 other group of four noninfected plants were examined. The
505 lowest leaf (primary leaf) was inoculated with BPMV or mock-
506 inoculated at 14 days after sowing. After systemic infections

507occurred, liquid samples were extracted using a juice squeezer
508from three different leaves (namely low, middle, and upper
509leaves) from each plant after a period of 14 days postinfection.
510For each sensor measurement, 25 μL of the extracted sample
511was mixed with 75 μL of 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4); the mixed
512sample was loaded onto the sensor surface using a pipet. The
513corresponding DPV peak current for each sample from
514noninfected plants displayed a minor decrease with an increase
515in the height of the leaf location (Figure 6a−c), perhaps due to
516the nonspecific binding that occurred at the sensor surface.
517However, the current peak response for the liquid samples
518taken from the BPMV-infected plants revealed a considerable
519decrease from the baseline current. Furthermore, the peak
520current exhibited a decrease as the leaf location increased
521(Figure 6d−f), thereby indicating an increasing concentration
522of BPMV from the lower to the upper leaves. This observation
523suggested that the virus infection initiated at the lower leaves
524and propagated and accumulated to greater levels in the
525younger upper leaves, which is consistent with the expected
526distribution and accumulation of BPMV. Figure 6g shows a
527comparison between the current output of the sensor for the
528samples obtained from the noninfected and BPMV-infected
529soybean plants displayed in Figure 6h.

530■ CONCLUSIONS

531In summary, we have created a portable electrochemical
532biosensor for the rapid, selective, and sensitive detection of
533BPMV in soybean plants. The sensor technology represents a
534portable, on-site diagnostic solution for efficient virus detection
535in plants, circumventing complex and time-consuming sample
536treatment procedures. By employing MIP technology in
537conjunction with porous Ppy and an electrochemical trans-
538ducer, the sensor surpasses conventional techniques such as
539ELISA and RT-PCR in terms of sensitivity, detection range,
540LOD, and response time. The sensor is capable of effectively
541differentiating BPMV-infected soybean plants from healthy
542ones and quantifying the virus concentrations, offering critical
543spatial data on the distribution of the virus across different
544leaves of a single plant. Owing to its ease of use, cost-
545effectiveness, high detectivity, and stability, this sensor
546technology is well-suited for on-site BPMV testing, eliminating
547the need for intricate and lengthy sample preparation
548processes. It is important to highlight the necessity for a
549comprehensive study of the interaction between imprinted
550nanocavities and BPMV. Potential future studies could delve
551into understanding the binding affinity and thermodynamics of
552these interactions, possibly using techniques such as molecular
553docking and molecular dynamics simulations. Also, the
554presented sensor technology could be further refined and
555adapted to detect other plant viruses or even extended to
556applications in human or animal health diagnostics. Addition-
557ally, integrating this sensor with wireless communication
558technology and many other recently developed plant, soil,
559and environmental sensors could enable real-time monitoring
560and data sharing, facilitating more effective disease,59−61

561nutrient,62−64 and water65−67 management and crop surveil-
562lance. This would ultimately contribute to the early detection
563and control of various plant diseases, significantly enhancing
564the health and productivity of crops.
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